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qualifications
Certificat Supérieur de Formation Professionnelle en Motion Design
One-year technical degree in Motion design
École MJM Graphic Design, Paris / 2019 - 2020
Licence Professionnelle Concepteur Audiovisuel et Nouveaux Médias
One-year technical degree in Audiovisual Medias with honors
Université Paul Valery, Montpellier / 2018 - 2019
DUT Métiers du Multimédia et de l’Internet
Two-year technical degree in Multimedia : Graphic design, Video, Web
IUT de Béziers / 2016 - 2018

skills
audiovisual
		

motion design - storyboard - script - shooting - editing - 		
basic VFX - Premiere Pro - After Effects

graphic		
		
		

content creation - graphic charter - matte painting photo editing - page layout - Photoshop - llustrator InDesign - Procreate

other 		
english level C1 (TOEIC score : 990) - 3D modelisation with
		
Blender and Cinema 4D - communication on social networks
		
- knowledge on media management tools (TweetDeck,
		
Hootsuite) - content creation for web - basics of Unity               certifications Google for pros and Google Adword beginner level of spanish
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human		

teamwork, organisation, creativity, patience, perspicacity.
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AUDIOVISUaL

the hereafter
date february - march 2019
role script, editor
tools Premiere Pro, After Effects

Our intensive end-of-professional degree project aimed
to produce the first two episodes of a tv show and an
augmented reality experience. The theme was «Real
Illusion, Virtual Illusion». All this in 6 weeks.
The action in The Hereafter takes place in the year 2039.
A technology has been developed that allows us to
transfer our minds to an online cloud after we die. We
follow the story of Tom, a transfereologist, as he
questions himself about the process.
My main role on this project was editing but I was also
actively involved in writing the script and producing the
episodes. It was a challenging project because of the
locations, the number of actors to direct and the timing,
but I am very proud of the result.
> Watch the two episodes here
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jovialine AD
date november 2017
role storyboard, camera, editor
tools Premiere Pro

This project is a fictive advertisement, the assignment
being to invent a product and create a short advertising
video about it. Our imaginary product is a medecine
called Jovialine which is supposed to reduce stress,
fatigue and anxiety.
My role in this project was to create the storyboard and
edit the video, but I also participated in the shooting.

> Watch the video here
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RIPTIDE music video
date may 2017
role editor
tools Premiere Pro

This project is a music video produced as part of an
audiovisual course.
We recorded Alexia’s voice in the school’s studio and
then added it to the footage filmed in a park in Béziers.
As I was in charge of the editing, the difficulty for me was
to synchronise the recorded voice and the movement of
the lips on the video. The editing was done on Adobe
Premiere Pro.

> Watch the video here
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ARTEFACT
date november 2018
role storyboard, actress, editor
tools Premiere Pro

The short film Artefact was produced during my
professional degree. The project had to meet the
following constraints: a character is called by the
off-screen and finds himself in another world. It also had
to take place in the university, require a maximum of
twenty shots and be filmed in six hours.
It was a challenging project, as we had to be quick and
efficient during the hours of shooting to finish in time.
In addition, I had to play as the main character, which is
not a role I am used to.
The editing of this short film was interesting because we
had to create a sound environement that
complemented the image in order to make the
spectator travel at the same time as the main character.

> Watch the short film here
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ENTRE TEMPS
date september 2017
role director assistant, script

The short film «Entre Temps» is a collaboration between
Studio Fish in Montpellier and our tutored group
project. This film was designed and produced to fit the
Panrama technology which allows projection on a 180°
hemispheric screen (it is therefore filmed with a fisheye
lens).
My team mates and I wrote a script which we then
proposed to our colleagues at Studio Fish. They helped
us with their experience of shooting for Panrama.
This project was completed in a short period of time:
the script was written in one day, and the entire shoot
took place over a weekend.
It was a very enriching first experience of professional
shooting for us and I was able to discover the role of
director asssistant. Afterwards, the short film was
projected in a dome installed in the hall of the school
during an event. We also presented it at the Nuit des
IUT where it could be viewed in a virtual reality headset to enjoy the panoramic effect without the Panrama
dome.
> Watch the short film here
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Video recap pgw
date october 2019
role camera, editor
tools Premiere Pro

The PGW or Paris Games Week is an annual exhibition
dedicated to video games.
During my internship at ASUS France, I was
in charge of producing a summary video of the 2019
edition around the booth of their gaming brand :
Republic of Gamers.

> Watch the video here
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IUTOM internship
date may 2018
role camera, editor
tools Premiere Pro, After Effects,
Illustrator

During my internship within the association IUT of
Occitanie - Méditerranée, I had to produce various
promotional videos with my colleague.
We first travelled around the region to film in the different establishments. It was a job that required a lot of
organisation because we only had one day or even half
a day of filming for each town. Four videos were made
presenting the departments of each IUT.
We also had to create a motion design video for
educational purposes. This video explains and presents
the specificities of the different courses offered in the
IUTs. My colleague wrote the script and I did all the
animation.

> Visit the Youtube Channel of the association
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J-ONE visual identity
date january 2020
role motion designer
tools After Effects, Photoshop

The assignment for this project was to redesign a TV
channel’s branding, as well as the animation of its logo. I
chose the channel J-One which is a French channel
dedicated to anime and Japanese culture.
I decided to take my inspiration from the current Asian
channels and to use what they have in common: lots of
pop colors and 2D animation.
For the jingle, I reworked the logo animation in
traditional animation, the logo is transformed into
different aspects of Japanese culture.

> Watch the video here
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ending credits
date april 2020
role motion designer
tools Illustrator, After Effects, C4D

The assignment for this project was to recreate a credit
scene for a movie or tv show of our choice. I chose the
movie Charlie and the Chocolate Factory by Tim Burton
and created an end credit.
All the different shots represent a scene in the movie.

> Watch the video here
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GRAPHIC DESIGN

Ramen-toi
date june 2021
role graphic designer
tools Procreate

This logo was created to illustrate the culinary show on
Twitch by the french streamer Bytell2. The idea was to
create a logo containing a bowl of ramen with a
dynamic movement. I made this logo entirely on
Procreate for Ipad.
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snapchat geofilter
date november 2017
role graphic designer
tools Photoshop, Snapchat

The Nuit des IUT is a national event, each IUT presents
its establishment and its courses, but at the IUT of Béziers we give this evening a very particular importance.
Numerous projects and booths are presented by
students and teachers. To give the event some
visibility, my friend Romain Torres and I took the initiative
to create a snapchat geofilter promoting the event.
Geofilters are present on the Snapchat application, it is
a type of filter that you add on your photo in order to
display your position by sending it to your friends (name
of city, event). The filter was available all evening around
the establishment.
We created a neon blue script to recall the facade of the
school, and we took the bulbs that are present on the
original poster of the evening.
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shirt design
date january 2018
role illustrator
tools Photoshop, Illustrator,
graphic tablet

I created this design as part of a computer graphics
course, the assignement being to make a design for a
t-shirt that would represent our experience in the MMI
department. I used Adobe Photoshop and my graphics
tablet. We also had to create a logo for the MMI
department as a brand.
This pattern contains a good number of references to
the MMI department, but also some references to my
personal experience at the IUT.
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digital drawing
date role illustrator
tools Photoshop, Procreate, IPad

I have always enjoyed drawing on all types of mediums,
but in recent years, thanks in part to my studies in
multimedia, I have been able to explore digital drawing.
For personal pleasure, to illustrate projects or to create
storyboards, my graphic tablet and my Ipad have become essential items for me.
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WEB DEsign

MARAMA WEBsite model
date november 2018
role graphic designer
tools Illustrator, Photoshop

This project was carried out as part of a course in Uses
and Challenges of Digital Media, the assignment being
to imagine a fictive project in order to propose a
production file.
MARAMA is an interactive and educational transmedia
educational project. It takes up the aesthetics of the pop
art movement through the works of Roy Lichtenstein,
and aims to address with the young public the
inequalities between men and women through various
themes.
To illustrate the production file I created a model of what
we would like the website to look like.
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IUTOM website
date may 2018
role graphic designer
tools Wordpress, Elementor

During my internship within the association IUT of
Occitanie - Méditerranée, I had to create a website to
present the association.
We first produced several models which were presented
to our clients to define their preferences. We then
proceeded to purchase the domain name and hosting.
We chose to create the website with Wordpress and to
use the Elementor plug-in which allows us to modelise
the website in a very simple and intuitive way. This saved
us time, allowed us to make quick changes in front of
our clients, and also made it easier for them to get the
hang of it before we left.
> Visit the website
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WEB & DIGIT PARIS website model
date march 2018
role graphic designer
tools Illustrator, Photoshop

The assignment was to create a logo and website for
a new fictive web communication company located in
Paris called Web & Digit Paris.
I created the logo on Illustrator and the website model
on Photoshop.

Web & Digit Paris
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app model
date march 2018
role graphic designer
tools Illustrator

Maya.B is a fictive mobile application that allows you to
track your own robotic bee. I created models for each
section of the application.
The Roaming tab allows you to find out where your bee
is and to collect location cards. The Foraging tab allows
you to study the plants that your bee is foraging and, as
before, to collect plant cards. We imagined this collection system to attract the user’s attention, to make him
want to continue using the application.
There is also a home page, a page for managing your
bee(s) and being able to buy more, and a page of mini
games on the theme of bees and ecology.
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other

OUTRETOILES
date january 2019
role developer
tools Unity

The Outretoiles project is an exhibition of augmented
reality experiences created from the works of Pierre Soulages, on the occasion of the «François Xavier n’est pas
couché» evening at the Musée Fabre in Montpellier.
In pairs, we had to create an animation that c
omplemented the painting that was proposed to us,
while remaining within the themes addressed by the
painter.
My partner and I chose to use lines and particles in an
animation that was quite abstract but fit well with the
painting and the theme.
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THE HEREAFTER
date march 2019
role developer, mediator
tools Unity, Photoshop

The Hereafter is an augmented reality experience related
to the stv show of the same name presented earlier in this
Portfolio.
In a not-too-distant future, technology now allows us to
transfer our minds to an online cloud after we die, allowing
us to choose a place for our soul to rest.
Using your tablet you are invited to discover Richard’s
world, which is the place where he has chosen to spend his
afterlife. It is a contemplative work where you are absorbed
by the story of the character. Through the tablet we
discover a pixel art landscape of day and night around
which we can move to discover its depth.
The poster represents the portal between the real/virtual
world and the world of the dead/undead, and was
inspired by web art. The pixels falling from the poster also
represent this virtual/real link, they represent the continuity
of the waterfall that flows through the virtual landscape.
This work was exhibited in the RECTO VRSO exhibition
during the Laval Virtual festival.
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3D modelisation
date role 3D modeler
tools Blender, C4D, MagicaVoxel

During my formation in MMI and my professional licence, I
had courses on the Blender software.
The snowman on the bottom was made with this software,
the assignment was to create a festive card.
At the MJM Graphic Design school I then learned to use
the Cinema 4D software. The object on the right was made
and animated with this software. Dynamics are applied to
the object so that the beads move when it turns.
The little building was created with MagicaVoxel as a
personal project.
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photography
date role photograph
tools Iphone SE, Canon 800D, Lightroom

I’ve always taken a lot of pictures but I started to
appreciate the art of photography quite recently.
I am still in the learning stage, but my favourite thing to
photograph is architecture.

> Check out my Flickr gallery here
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